
Winter & Experiences
 Where winter is like a fairytale



→  Map in the back section of the brochure



→  Find out more on the following pages

Winter in its snow-white  

splendour 

The first snowflakes falling from the sky and covering the 

city with a white blanket marks the beginning of the peace-

ful wintertime. St.Gallen – the City of Stars – shines in all  

its splendour and the magic of winter can be seen and felt.
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4 Top 10 St.Gallen & surrounding area 

Fairytale-like City of Stars 

Fresh mountain air with  

a view of Lake Constance

During Advent, St.Gallen is transformed into an  

atmospheric “City of Stars”. The “AllerStern” illumi-

nations sparkle above the market stands and  

events in the city in the run-up to Christmas. The 

star-shaped lights were produced especially for  

the city. 700 stars sparkle above the people strolling 

around, bathing the Christmas market, squares  

and narrow streets in the old town in a magical light.

Säntis and Hoher Kasten offer a wonderful oppor-

tunity to escape from the foggy lowlands and head 

to the sunny paradise. Säntis is the symbol of the 

Lake Constance region. Hoher Kasten with its modern 

rotating restaurant invites guest to relax and marvel 

at the view. A fantastic 360° view of six Alpine coun-

tries is guaranteed.

Website st.gallen-bodensee.ch/weihnachtsstadt

Website  st.gallen-bodensee.ch/en/saentis-the-mountain 

 st.gallen-bodensee.ch/hoherkasten

Top 10 St.Gallen & surrounding area 

More than 700 stars sparkle above the Christmas market.  

The smell of mulled wine, fried sausages and hot chestnuts 

drifts through the narrow streets. These places and occa- 

sions make visits in winter an unforgettable experience.
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An intimate chocolate 

experience

The cheese with the  

best-kept secret

Chocolate makes us feel happy. But how does cho-

colate conjure up this feeling of happiness? Unlock 

the secret and go on a sweet-tasting journey. All  

visitors are encouraged to smell, taste, sample and 

nibble. Discover lots of exciting facts during  

the interactive tour.

You will be given an introduction to cheese manu-

facturing at the cheese factory. See the cheese- 

makers at work and even give them a helping hand.  

Experience a day that combines tradition with  

modernity. The restaurant at the cheese factory is  

an inviting place for a cosy get-together where 

you can enjoy typical regional cheese specialities.

Website   st.gallen-bodensee.ch/en/ maestranis-chocolarium

Website schaukaeserei.ch

An experience for all  

the senses

Drinking whisky is more than just a pleasure.  

Experience an adventure in an exciting atmosphere. 

Your senses will be trained during the tasting  

tour at Glen Fahrn, and you will be given an insight 

into whisky’s thrilling past. Whisky is magic,  

tradition and history.

Website glenfahrn.com
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The fifth season 

Historic abbey town

Altstätten in the Rhine valley is the carnival hotspot 

of St.Gallen. During the “fifth season”, the ambiance 

in this small pretty town is rather exceptional. The 

never-ending Guggen music sets the mood. The bars 

are decorated and everywhere is a colourful hive  

of activity. The jesters are let loose during the specta-

cular traditional carnival celebrations. 

Website st.gallen-bodensee.ch/en/altstaetten

Website stadtwil.ch/tourismus

Celebrate Christmas  

in Wienacht

Wienacht sits high above Rorschach by Lake Cons-

tance. The small village shares its name with the 

December festival. There are different stories about 

how it got its name. According to one story, many 

years ago the people had to pay a tithe (a tenth of 

their annual earnings) at Christmas time as tax. It 

goes without saying that a village with such a name 

also holds a fairytale-like Christmas market.

Website wienachtsmarkt.ch
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The tour through the old town of Wil will make  

you feel as though you have gone back to  

the olden days. The Hof zu Wil is a landmark of  

the former abbey town and a historical building  

of national importance. The beautiful town of  

Wil offers numerous sights of interest, such as  

the Gerichtshaus with its lavishly furnished cour-

troom, the Baronenhaus and the late-Gothic  

parish church of St.Nikolaus.
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Find more relevant information, tips, pictures and  

videos in German, English, French and Italian in our  

online version.

Festive monastery district

The Baroque cathedral with its double-towered 

façade is the symbol of the city of St.Gallen. It is 

one of the last monumental monasteries from  

the Baroque period. During Advent, the Christmas 

tree in the Abbey District sparkles with thousands  

of tiny lights, conjuring up a feeling of contentment 

and lighting up people’s eyes.

Website st.gallen-bodensee.ch/weihnachtsstadt

Discover the interactive  

online brochure

Experience the magic of 

Christmas in St.Gallen

Get ready for the reflective Advent period. Listen  

to the wonderful stories about the pleasures and 

traditions of Christmas on a guided tour. It will take 

you through the old town where you will learn lots 

of interesting and amusing facts. On 31 December, 

end the year with an atmospheric walk through  

the town under the glow of torches (only in german).

Website st.gallen-bodensee.ch/weihnachtsangebote
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8 Top 10 winter sports

Cross-country skiing  

in the city

Pure fun in the snow

Did you know that you can even go cross-country skiing 

in the city of St.Gallen? Winter sports enthusiasts  

can do their laps on the Unterer Brand, City trail and 

Notkersegg cross-country skiing trails, in the Peter  

und Paul and on the Kinderfestplatz. The cross-country 

skiing trails offer great opportunities to get moving 

and train in a beautiful setting. The trails are up and 

running as soon as the snow and temperature con- 

ditions are right.

Perfectly prepared pistes guarantee fun in the 

snow for adults and children alike. The Wildhaus  

ski region is less than an hour from St.Gallen.  

Children are in the best hands at the ski school 

where they have fun learning the basics. The  

Funpark has around 20 obstacles where older  

children and adults can perform spectacular  

tricks. After a long day, enjoy the sunset from  

the chilly snow bar.

Website  st.gallen-bodensee.ch/en/adventure/activities/ 

winter/cross-country-skiing-in-st-gallen

Website wildhaus.ch/winter

Top 10 winter sports

Discover splendid winter walks, ice skate under the starry sky 

or whizz down the snow-covered slopes. The St.Gallen-Lake 

Constance region and surrounding area is as diverse and varied 

as the activities it offers.

12
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Extensive view of  

Lake Constance from  

the mountain

Diverse winter landscape

The Panorama mountain trail on Pizol offers a fas- 

cinating extensive view of Lake Constance. The  

winter sports region with its 43 kilometres of slopes 

is thrilling for walkers, skiers and snowboarders  

alike. An Airboard route provides action and speed 

for fans of this trend sport. The exclusive chair lift  

in a Porsche design is a real highlight.

The winter walking trails offer idyllic scenery and 

nature, as well as a magnificent view of the Chur-

firsten mountain range and Lake Walensee. The  

family ski region near St.Gallen awaits winter sports 

enthusiasts with its dreamy snow-white slopes.  

Tip: Whizz down the slopes in Flumserberg in the 

moonlight for an unforgettable experience.

Website pizol.com/winter-erleben

Website flumserberg.ch

 Winter trails

Crunchy snow beneath your feet, a snow-covered 

landscape and clear, cool mountain air – the  

St.Gallen region transforms into a winter fairyland. 

Even during the coldest season, the region is easily 

explored on foot. Experience the winter wonderland 

and discover the extraordinary beauty of nature.  

Tip: The St.Gallen panorama tour offers unique views 

of St.Gallen’s old town as well as the Abbey District.

More details at the Tourist Information in St.Gallen*

15
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10 Top 10 winter sports

Tobogganing fun in  

Eastern Switzerland 

Snowshoeing tours

Fresh wind blowing through your hair, snow be-

neath the runners and sun in your face. The seven 

kilometre long tobogganing run from Kronberg- 

Gipfel to Jakobsbad is not only the longest of its 

kind in Eastern Switzerland, but it is also one 

of the most diverse – a must for all sledging fans.

Put on your snow shoes and walk through un- 

touched natural surroundings, away from  

the hustle and bustle. This is how you experience 

winter close up. Trudge through the knee- 

deep snow on remote paths and experience  

the sunny side of nature.

Website  st.gallen-bodensee.ch/en/adventure/activities/

winter

More details at the Tourist Information in St.Gallen*

Night-skiing at the  

foot of the Ebenalp

If a day of skiing is too short and you wish to tackle 

a few more turns, why not go night-skiing? No 

need to pack your skis or snowboard away as the 

sun goes down – instead, head to Horn ski lift in 

Schwende for a spot of night-skiing. The illuminated 

slope offers skiing pleasure during the evening 

hours too. A special opportunity.

Website ebenalp.ch/winter/abendskifahren

18
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Slopes all set in St.Gallen 

Can you ski in the city of St.Gallen? Yes, you can. 

Snow fun for children and beginners. The city’s  

two ski lifts – Schlösslihang and Beckenhalde – are 

quick and easy to reach, and are directly before  

the city gates. Ideal for the future skiing stars to 

make their first turns.

Website  stadt.sg.ch/home/freizeit-tourismus/ 

sport-bewegung/natur/skilifte

Vögelinsegg ski lift –  

small but nice

Enjoy the family atmosphere at the Vögelinsegg  

ski lift. The historical ski lift was the first of its kind 

in Europe to offer skiers illuminated slopes at night. 

The mountain station invites hungry skiers to relax 

and enjoy warm and cold dishes from the region.

Website skiliftvoegelinsegg.ch

20
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12 Top 10 indoor activities

In harmony with  

body and soul 

Fun and games for  

everyone

Taking time out in the unique Tau Spa, one of the 

most beautiful spa and wellness facilities in Eastern 

Switzerland, is pure pleasure. The Oberwaid offers  

a wide range of experiences, including a bio sauna, a 

spacious hammam and a variety of therapeutic  

massages.

Bambolino in the Shopping Arena offers pure fun 

and games for kids. They can let off steam on the 

two floors of this indoor park. From playground  

slides to trampolines and electric motorbikes, there 

is plenty to get children’s hearts racing. Those who 

like action and exciting competitions will love play-

ing laser tag, the fast-paced trend sport, at the  

futuristic venue Arenafun.

Website oberwaid.ch

Website shopping-arena.ch

Top 10 indoor activities

People who find that winter is too cold and wet will enjoy 

the various indoor activities. Whether you’re looking  

for action or a relaxing time for your body and mind, there 

are many activities to choose from.

22
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st.gallen-bodensee.ch/indoor-activities
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Fast-paced racing

World-class premieres

Are you a petrolhead and do you have what it takes 

to get to pole position? Adrenaline and speed are 

called for at Montlingen kart track. Even the stars  

of Formula One had to start somewhere. The new 

karting champion will be revealed during the  

fast and furious laps. Put your foot down to take 

the bends and win the trophy.

Admittedly, when you think about world premie-

res, New York, London or Paris spring to mind 

rather than St.Gallen. But with its many musical 

and opera premieres, Eastern Switzerland can  

easily keep pace with the great cities of the world. 

St.Gallen theatre is also the oldest professional 

theatre in Switzerland.

Website kartost.ch

Website theatersg.ch

Healing and relaxation  

in the baths

St.Margrethen mineral health spa dates back as  

far as 1680 and was one of the very early tourist at-

tractions. The water has flowed out of the same  

Appenzell source for several centuries. As it makes 

its way through the valley, more than 30 valuable 

minerals are released from the ground. The water is 

heated to a pleasant 36 degrees and invigorates  

the body and the mind.

Website mineralheilbad.ch

25
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Precision and tactical  

skills on the ice

Wintertime means  

ice skating time

Switzerland is one of the top nations for curling. 

The popular winter sport requires extreme precisi-

on and tactical skills. Step into the shoes of the 

team captain, also known as “Skip”, and see who  

is the master at the Curling Center. Sweep your  

opponents off the ice.

When it’s really cold, the icy surface is enticing  

in winter for a spot of atmospheric ice skating. 

Whether you’re a snow princess or an ice hockey 

player, you’ll meet other skating enthusiasts at  

the ice rink in Lerchenfeld and breeze across the 

ice. On sunny winter days, the outdoor rink of- 

fers a welcome change. Ice skates are available  

for hire at the rink.

Website curling-stgallen.ch

Website  st.gallen-bodensee.ch/en/ 

lerchenfeld-skating-arena

A winning streak

Whether you prefer roulette, poker or blackjack,  

Swiss Casinos St.Gallen offers a varied evening with 

almost 200 game machines spread over 1500 m2. 

Created by the famous American casino architect 

Paul Steelman, the casino is distinguished by its  

clear lines and the remarkable touch of glamour 

and ambiance of the 1970s.

Website swisscasinos.ch

28
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Waterfun and spas

When it’s snowing or raining outside and the tem-

perature hits zero, St.Gallen‘s spas are a welcome 

alternative on a cold day. Whether outdoor hot tubs, 

whirlpools with massage jets or breath-taking water 

slides at Säntispark water park, there is plenty of  

relaxation and variety on offer for the whole family.

Website st.gallen-bodensee.ch/badespass

Fun in the climbing hall

Climb the 14 – 17 metre high rock walls. At the  

climbing centre in St.Gallen, even beginners can 

experience the exciting and challenging world  

of climbing. Indoor climbing has been a form of 

out-of-season training for a long time now and  

has evolved into a trend sport that can be practi-

sed all year round.

Website kletterhalle.ch

30
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17Story

Christmas the whole year round 

Carmela Lüchinger has been fascinated by glistening Christ- 

mas tree decorations since she was a child. The entrepre-

neur turned this passion into her profession. The collector 

welcomes customers from near and far to her shop that  

is located directly alongside the Abbey District of St.Gallen.

Surrounded by cheerful sparkling Santa Clauses and 

shimmering angels, you can feel the Christmas  

spirit as soon as you step into Galerie Lüchinger in 

St.Gallen. The shop belongs to 55-year-old Carmela 

Lüchinger and is located directly alongside the  

Abbey Precinct. She sells all kinds of Christmas de-

corations. Surrounded by dozens of boxes, she  

carefully and neatly arranges the latest delivered 

creations on the shelves. Her shop is filled with  

the spirit of Christmas all year round. The shop ow-

ner has loved all manner of Christmas decorations 

ever since she was a child. “I always stood in front  

of our Christmas tree completely fascinated. My 

eyes sparkled when I finally saw the beautifully  

decorated Christmas tree,” she enthuses. On her 

many trips around the world she was constantly  

on the lookout for Christmas tree decorations  

typical of each country. Over the years she has also 

gathered a number of collector pieces. The skilled 

gilder dared to take the plunge and set up her  

own business 25 years ago. 

In the beginning she sold around 30 designs. Since 

then demand has exploded. The range now inclu-

des approximately 3000 different products.

From the classic guardian angel to a laughing clown 

and a ferocious werewolf, she offers her custo- 

mers everything they could wish for. And of course 

everything is hand made. “Tanks and military 

equipment will never make it into my product  

range.” But such decorations actually do exist.

“My eyes sparkled when I 

finally saw the beautifully 

decorated Christmas tree.”

The best-selling designs are the regional classics 

such as the cathedral and the St.Galler Bratwurst. 

Carmela Lüchinger has her finger on the pulse of 

time with these models. Fried sausage Christmas 

decorations featured in the media across the whole 

of Switzerland.
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“Lots of customers asked in the past whether I could 

create Christmas tree decorations in the shape of  

a fried sausage. Of course only a crazy person would 

turn such an idea into reality. I actually counted  

on being named and shamed,” she says with a wink. 

The bubbly businesswoman previously arranged  

for the abbey church to be created as a Christmas 

tree decoration, which was a real hit. “So I tried 

again, this time with a fried sausage, and it paid off. 

The delivery contained enough stock for three  

years, but everything sold out in five days.” The 

trained gilder has ideas galore. She draws her inspi-

ration from the city and the region. “Everyone  

associates St.Gallen with the Bratwurst. So it was  

an obvious decision to create a fried sausage 

Christmas tree decoration.”

 

The shop has lots of visitors. Sales are soaring. Locals 

and tourists alike wander through the aisles and  

are fascinated by the many designs. “People often 

visit the shop because they have never seen any- 

thing like this before. This makes me feel happy 

and proud – even if they don’t buy anything in the 

end,” explains the passionate collector. Most  

of the tourists take a regional and unique souvenir  

back home with them. 

Just like one American lady in her fifties. “The lady 

only had eyes for the kitschy Christmas tree decora- 

tions and bought as much as she could in a very 

short space of time. “There were three jam-packed 

boxes in all, which I delivered to her hotel.”

Or like the Russian businessman when he visited 

Lüchinger Galerie for the first time. “He opened dis-

play case after display case. I simply stood beside 

him holding the boxes, and within half an hour he 

had filled eight boxes. The joyful, beaming smile  

on the man’s face as he left the shop was indescri-

bable.” He has since become a regular customer.

The busiest period runs from October to December. 

The businesswoman makes provisions for this time 

of year and takes on extra staff. Up to five people 

are on hand to look after the customers in the pret-

ty shop at Webergasse 26 in St.Gallen. All day long 

there are people wandering around the shop. It’s 

jam-packed and you think that all those people will 

never make their way through. Although it’s hectic, 

she enjoys this time of year. “Here people can re- 

minisce about their childhood. The greatest feeling 

for me is when my customers leave the shop  

happy and wish us a merry Christmas,” says the  

owner of the shop.

 

But are the Christmas holidays a special time for 

the 55-year-old? “Even though I’m surrounded by 

Christmas decorations all year long, I still look for-

ward to the festivities as I did when I was a child. 

And the colourfully decorated Christmas tree,” says 

the businesswoman, as she once again attends to  

a customer.

“Here people can  

reminisce about their  

childhood.”
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Museums

Experience and discover art, culture, nature and history. 

Attractive exhibitions of international importance and 

many historic collections are waiting to be discovered.

Textile Museum

Abbey Library of St.Gall  

and the Lapidarium

The collections at the Textile Museum and the Tex-

tile Library in St.Gallen date back to the second half 

of the 19th century. They follow the tradition of the 

trade museums and specimen collections that were 

founded across Europe at that time. Even today  

the Textile Museum is a bustling platform for both 

historic and innovative textile design.

The Abbey Library of St.Gall is the oldest library in 

Switzerland. Since 1983, together with the Abbey 

Precinct of St.Gallen it has been classed as a UNESCO 

World Cultural Heritage site. 170 000 books and 

2000 original manuscripts from the Middle Ages  

include fundamental works from European intel- 

lectual history. Visitors will also be amazed by the 

Egyptian mummy Schepenese in the Baroque Hall.

Website textilmuseum.ch

Website stibi.ch

31
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Museum of Art

The Museum of Art is the pulse of the cultural centre 

in the city of St.Gallen. With its attractive temporary 

exhibitions of contemporary and modern art it is a 

museum of international importance. In addition, as 

a treasure chamber of Eastern Switzerland, the mu-

seum houses an extensive collection of paintings 

and sculptures from the late Middle Ages to the pre-

sent day. Thanks to the extensive communication  

of art, the Museum of Art is an attractive place for 

encountering art from the past and the present day.

Natural History Museum 

The largest landscape relief in Switzerland is on  

display at the Natural History Museum and shows 

the cantons of St.Gallen and Appenzell. Other  

sections are dedicated to bears, sparkling minerals 

and stones, technical inventions and the subject  

of “Energies and raw materials”. Visitors will also be 

impressed by the heaviest specimen at the exhi- 

bition – the fossilised dinosaur skeleton.

Additional tips

1   Historical and Folklore Museum Museumstrasse 50, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 242 06 42

2   Botanical Gardens Stephanshornstrasse 4, 9016 St.Gallen Tel. 071 224 45 14

3   Forum Würth Rorschach Churerstrasse 10, 9400 Rorschach Tel. 071 225 10 70

4   Lokremise St.Gallen Grünbergstrasse 7, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 277 88 40

5   Museum im Lagerhaus Davidstrasse 44, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 223 58 57

6   NEXTEX Frongartenstrasse 9, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 220 83 50

7   Kunstgiesserei St.Gallen AG Sittertalstrasse 34, 9014 St.Gallen Tel. 071 278 88 22

8   Hundertwasser House Knotternstrasse 2, 9422 Staad Tel. 071 855 81 85

(only open on Sat / Sun in winter)

9   Kunst Halle Sankt Gallen Davidstrasse 40, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 222 10 14

Website naturmuseumsg.ch

Website kunstmuseumsg.ch

33
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Restaurants

Snug get-togethers in a convivial setting. Cosy restaurants 

invite guests to relax and enjoy a meal during the cold winter 

months. Fine dining and friendly hospitality warm not only 

guests’ hearts but also their taste buds.

Schloss Oberberg 

Fondue Beizli

Schloss Oberberg restaurant is the landmark of  

Gossau. The historical building is renowned for its 

hospitality, and the restaurant invites guests in- 

side where they can enjoy a hearty meal. Not only  

is it a treat for the taste buds, but there are also  

lots of ideas and inspirations for gifts. During the  

dreamy Advent period, Schloss Oberberg shows its 

most beautiful side with its Christmas exhibition.

Hardly anyone just stumbles across the appealing 

Fondue Beizli by chance, as virtually nowhere else is 

there such a wonderful fondue range as diverse and 

consistent as here. Treat your palate to the different 

fondue specialities and meat fondues with home- 

made sauces. The restaurant also serves raclette, cut 

cheeses and cheese dumplings.

Website fonduebeizli.ch

Website schlossoberberg.ch

35
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National – zum  

goldenen Leuen 

Weinstube zum Bäumli

The “National – zum goldenen Leuen” restaurant 

in St.Gallen, fondly also known as “Naz”, captivates 

guests with its down-to-earth charm. They can  

enjoy delights such as cheese tart and white sausage, 

as well as beer from the restaurant’s own brewery. 

Quick tip: For those who need to pay a visit, the  

toilets are decorated with wallpaper designed by 

St.Gallen textile company Jakob Schlaepfer.

The “Weinstube zum Bäumli” is a traditional first-

floor restaurant in the heart of St.Gallen’s old town. 

In the half-timbered house dating back more  

than 500 years, the “Bäumli” offers a unique atmos- 

phere in its two rooms that seat up to 50 guests. 

Guests can relax and warm up on a cold winter’s 

day in the inviting romantic ambiance of the  

restaurant. 

Website weinstube-baeumli.ch

Website diegastwirte.ch/national

Additional tips

37

38
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10   Bermuda3eck Augustiner-, Engel-, Metzgergasse, St.Gallen www.bermuda3eck.ch

11   Süd Bar Oberer Graben 3, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 220 83 85

12   August Bar Augustinergasse 31, 9004 St.Gallen Tel. 079 419 46 53

13   ØYA Bar Kafé & Klub Schwertgasse 27, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 244 23 43

14   Splügen / Splügeneck    Advent calendar  St.Georgen-Strasse 4, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 222 16 29

15   Restaurant LOKAL / Lokremise Grünbergstrasse 7, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 272 25 70

16   Perronnord Rosenbergstrasse 48, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 220 11 30

17   Candela Sonnenstrasse 5, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 246 46 46

18   Restaurant Lagerhaus Davidstrasse 42, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 223 70 07

19   Einstein Davidoff Cigar Lounge Berneggstrasse 2, 9000 St.Gallen Tel. 071 227 55 55
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1
  “AllerStern”  

Christmas market 

9
  Festive monastery 

district 

10
 Tour of the old town  

11
  Cross-country skiing  

 in the city 

19
 St.Gallen ski slopes 

24
  St.Gallen theatre 

26
 Curling Center 

27
 Lerchenfeld ice rink 

28
 Swiss Casinos St.Gallen

29
  Waterfun and spas: 

Volksbad, Blumenwies, 

Säntispark

30
  Climbing hall
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1  Historical and Folklore Museum 

2  Botanical Gardens 

4  Lokremise St.Gallen

5  Museum im Lagerhaus

6  NEXTEX

9  Kunst Halle Sankt Gallen

10  Bermuda3eck

11  Süd Bar

12  August Bar

13  ØYA Bar Kafé & Klub

14  Splügen / Splügeneck 

15  Restaurant LOKAL / Lokremise

16  Perronnord

17  Candela

18  Restaurant Lagerhaus 

19  Einstein Davidoff Cigar Lounge

31
  Abbey Library of St.Gallen 

and the Lapidarium 

32
  Textile Museum

33
  Natural History Museum 

34
  Museum of Art

35
  Fondue Beizli

37
  “National” Restaurant 

38
  Weinstube zum Bäumli



→  Additional brochures 2017 / 2018

Textile & Fashion
 Where textiles are world class

UNESCO & Culture
Where history comes to life

Summer & Outdoors
Where holidays are inspiring
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Die Natur Kraft Quelle

Walzenhauserstrasse 2, CH-9430 St. Margrethen, www.mineralheilbad.ch

* Tourist Information

Bankgasse 9, Abbey Precincts

CH-9001 St.Gallen 

+41 71 227 37 37

info@st.gallen-bodensee.ch
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